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This self-anchoring bridge is one of the few of its 
kind ever constructed in the United States. The 
bridge was determined eligible for inclusion on the 
National Register of Historic Places on July 16, 1987. 

This documentation was undertaken in June 1988 to be 
in compliance with the Memorandum of Agreement among 
the Federal Highway Administration, the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, and the Indiana 
State Historic Preservation Officer as a mitigative 
measure prior, to the demolition of the bridge. 
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The Hutsonville Bridge was designed "by David B. Steinman, a principal in the 
engineering consulting firm of Robinson and Steinman.  The firm, located at 
117 Liberty Street in New York City, New York,28 was prominent in the early 
20th century, specializing in the design of suspension bridges.30 steinman 
had been a student of J. S. Roebling, the man who designed and supervised the 
construction of the Brooklyn Bridge.29 Steinman went on to become one of 
the country's preeminent bridge engineers from the 1920s to the late 1950s.30 
He died on August 21, 1960.4 Some of the more famous bridges that Steinman 
is given credit for designing include: 

1. Henry Hudson Bridge in New York. 
2. Carquinez Strait Bridge near San Francisco. 
3. MacKinac Strait Bridge in upper Michigan. 
4. St. John's Bridge in Oregon. 
5/ Mt. Hope Bridge over Naragansette Bay in Rhode Island.30 

The suspension bridge at Hutsonville is of an unusual design. It is unique in 
character by the fact that its suspension spans are self-anchored ~bj  virtue of 
the connection of the cables to the longitudinal stiffening girders rather than 
to concrete anchorage foundations.2" From there comes the term 
"self-anchoring suspension Bridge."  The Hutsonville Bridge was only the fifth 
of its type to be constructed in the United States.5 26 tpjjg others built 
prior to the Hutsonville Bridge are three in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and one 
over the Niangua River in Missouri.-*- 31 Also, this bridge is the last 
vehicular suspension by bridge of any type on Indiana's highway system.29 52 

The contract for the construction of the bridge was let on November 25, 
1938.^6 it was built by a revenue bond issue, carrying 4-1/2 percent 
interest and a maturation date of November 1, 1958.? The bond payments 
totalled $300,000 and were sold for 90 cents on the dollar.? 9 51 The 
bridge was completed in December 1939 at a final cost of $256,798.16.9 it 
was constructed pursuant to Chapter 114, the Acts of 1929 and operated 
thereunder until 1937* at which time operation was continued pursuant to 
Chapter 141 of the Acts of 1937.2^ 31 The bridge was operated until July 1, 
I960, by the Sullivan County (Indiana) Bridge Commission, which was 
established by an act of the Indiana legislature in 1929-^ Authority for 
the construction of this bridge was created in 1929 by the citizens of 
Sullivan County, Indiana, with the appointment of a three-man bridge 
commission.^ This commission was empowered to hire engineers, sell bonds 
and perform all of the required business transactions.^- The bridge was to 
be operated as a toll bridge, in order to pay off the bonds which were issued 
by the trust indenture dated November 1, 1938, with the Rational City Bank of 
Svansville (Indiana).? 

In 1930, engineers were hired to design a bridge for a crossing at Merom, 
located about six miles southeast of Hutsonville.^- The river bank on the 
Indiana side of the Wabash was high and satisfactory.-*- However the approach 
from Illinois was across several miles of frequently flooded, very low 
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ground.-'- The Sullivan county Bridge Commission requested that the Illinois 
Highway Commission assist this project "by constructing an all-weather approach 
road.1  Illinois declined due to excessive costs,^ This site was 
abandoned,1 Eight years later (no reason available for length of time), a 
suitable crossing site with approaches that remained above flood waters was 
chosen at Hutsonville.1 The west bank was naturally above flood water 
elevation, and the east approach was protected by a high levee.1 The plans 
were revised for this particular crossing site and construction was soon to 
begin.  The Secretary of War and the Chief of Engineers of the United States 
approved the location, plans and specifications of the bridge.7 31 

The bridge offered a shorter route for several Indiana towns and cities to St. 
Louis, Missouri, as well as providing another outlet for the local coal 
field.1 

The groundbreaking ceremony for the bridge was held on January 27, 1939.26 
The bridge required a 242-day construction period.26 The general contractor 
was the Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,6 26 31 
Charles J. Glasgow of Detroit, Michigan, was the subcontractor responsible for 
the construction of the floor and other miscellaneous work." Steelwork was 
fabricated by the Vincennes Steel Corporation of Vincennes, Indiana." The 
resident engineer was R. V. Milbank,6 26 31 

The bridge was built to connect Illinois Road No. 1 and Crawford County Road 
No. 63 with Sullivan County Road No. 41 and Indiana Road Ho. 154.26 It was 
dedicated on November 18, 1939» with between 5,000 and 10,000 people attending 
the ceremonies.22 25 This was and still is the only bridge over the Wabash 
River for approximately 60 miles between Terre Haute and Vincennes.22 23 
It was not opened for traffic for at least 10 days after its dedication 
because Indiana State Road 154 was not yet completed.22 24 The bridge 
replaced a ferry that was in operation a few hundred feet downstream to the 
south.27 

In 1956, difficulty in paying off the debt of the bridge on time by the 
maturity date of the bonds was anticipated and eventually encountered. An 
agreement between the Sullivan County Bridge Commission and the bondholders 
had to be reached.-^ They were asked to waive their rights of foreclosure 
and allow the bridge to operate and collect tolls after the maturity date, so 
that the bonds could be successfully retired.^ 

Tears earlier, in 1946, attempts were made by the Sullivan County Bridge 
Commission to have the Indiana State Highway Commission purchase the bridge 
and pay the bondholders off several years early, Ralph F. Gates, Governor of 
Indiana, even requested that this be investigated.^ However, the Deputy 
Attorney General of Indiana was of the opinion that, since the construction of 
such interstate bridges involved the authority of both the Federal Government 
and the governments of the states affected, the powers granted to the Indiana 
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legislature to construct highways could not logically he construed as 
conferring power on the Indiana State Highway Commission to purchase such 
bridges.9 15 

By July 1, I960, all of the bonds issued to raise revenue for the construction 
of the bridge and the interest thereon were paid and retired.1? 18 The 
bridge was then considered free and was accepted by the State of Indiana, as 
provided by the previously-mentioned Acts of 1929 and 1937* as part of the 
Indiana State highway system.19 At this time, the Indiana State Highway 
Commission assumed the responsibility to perform the required maintenance and 
upkeep on the "bridge.19 A short time after this, a joint maintenance 
agreement with the State of Illinois was entered iuto, so that the costs of 
maintenance and repair could be equitably divided.1° 20 

One item of interest is that sometime in mid-1955 & controversy arose 
concerning the payment for engineering services (periodic inspections) to the 
State Highway Commission of Indiana by the Sullivan County Bridge 
Commission.!2 On August 8, 1950, a contract, agreeing to the compensatory 
payments for engineering services by a member or members of the State Highway 
Commission of Indiana, was signed by the chairman of the Sullivan County 
Bridge Commission, the chairman of the States Highway Commission of Indiana, 
and the Vincennes District Engineer,H The contract essentially stated that 
such engineering services shall be paid for as long as such an arrangement was 
mutually agreeable to both parties.11 In letters dated July 15 and 18, 
1955* the Secretary-Treasurer of the Sullivan County Bridge Commission, 
obviously for some reason unaware of the aforementioned contract, was mildly 
outraged at being charged, for these engineering services for a bridge that 
would soon become the property of the State of Indiana.12 13 He thereupon 
proceeded with a threat to charge every state-owned vehicle and piece of 
equipment which crossed the bridge, including state police vehicles.12 15 
This problem apparently was resolved-  On December 25* 1955» a mutual 
agreement between the State Highway Department of Indiana and the Sullivan 
County Bridge Commission was reached.14 Apparently, sometime after May 18, 
1954, the agreement was signed by the chairman of the State Highway Department 
of Indiana.15 

Detailed information on the specifications and dimensions of the Hutsonville 
Bridge can be seen on the plan sheets (see HAER photographs number IN-59-49 to 
IN-59-75). The bridge can be generally described as a self-anchoring 
suspension bridge of three spans (150 by 550 by 150 feet), with a 20-foot 
floor and 2-foot sidewalks on either side.6 The towers are 70 feet above 
the main piers and 86 feet above the mean low water level.25 The viaduct to 
the bridge is 352 feet long, making the total length of the structure 1,002 
feet.6 The preference of a self-anchored type of suspension bridge over 
that of an externally anchored bridge was dictated by the varying depth of 
sand on the Indiana side, which was up to 75 feet.6 A brief explanation of 
how a self-anchoring suspension bridge works follows the attached endnotes. 
Also attached are items 1 and 6 listed in the endnotes. They provide more 
specific detail concerning the construction of this bridge. 
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Demolition of this historic bridge is scheduled to take place within 30 days 
of the opening of the replacement structure. At this time, it appears that 
the demolition will occur sometime in late August 1988. 
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Self-anchorage vs. External Anchorage 
Systems of Suspension Bridges 

The basic mechanics of a suspension bridge consist of the transmission of 
weight from the deck structure (dead load) and from cars, trucks, etc. (live 
loads) through the suspenders to the main cables.  The main cables are 
supported by twin towers and are anchored at the ends. The towers which 
support the cables transmit the load from the cables and from their own weight 
down to the bridge piers. See Figure 1F below. 
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Figure 1 - Suspension Bridge 

The two types of anchorage systems are the external and self-anchored system. 
An external anchorage system uses a large masonry anchor, or other suitable 
anchor, at the ends of the main suspension cables to counteract the entire 
tensile force present in the cable.  In comparison, a self-anchored suspension 
bridge usea the stiffening girders in the bridge to counteract most of the 
tensile force in the cable, the remainder of which can normally be carried by 
a simple bridge support. 
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Newton's  Law states  that  for every action there ia an equal and opposite 
reaction.     For our purpose,   the actions we  will consider are  tension and 
compression forces.     Tension is a pulling force,   whereas compression is  a 
pushing force.    The cables in a suspension bridge are comparable  to a string 
and can only transmit  tensile forces and not compression forces.     The steel 
girders in the bridge are able to transmit  either compression or tensile 
forces.    Both types of forces can be separated into equivalent horizontal and 
vertical  forces,   as  shown in Figure 2.     Force "A"   is separated into an 
equivalent horizontal  force  "B" and a vertical force  "C". 

Figure 2 - Force Diagram 

An external anchoring  system uses a large anchor to  counteract  the   tensile 
force   in the main cable  (^c).     See Figure 3,   below. 
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Figure 3 - External Anchoring System 
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A self-anchoring suspension "bridge  counteracts  the horizontal  component  (*h) 
of the tension in  the main cable  (^c),  by an equivalent compressive force in 
the stiffening girder (^g)  [see Figure 4].    Due to  the orientation of the 
cable,  the horizontal component (^h)  of the tensile stress is much greater 
than  the vertical  component   (™v).     The   vertical component of the  tensile 
stress   (^v)  is  counteracted  by a  reaction at  the support   (^v).     The 
reaction needed at the  support is  small enough that  a simple bridge support 
can be used  instead of a  large  external anchor. 
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^c = Tensile force in cable. 

Tv = Vertical component of tensile force 
in cable. 

^h = Horizontal component of tensile force 
in cable. 

Cg = Compressive force in girder. 

Rv - Vertical reaction at the support 

Figure 4 - Self-Anchoring System 
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NOTE:  The following item is a retyping of an article that first appeared in 
the June 20, 1940, issue of the Engineering News-Record.  It has "been 
reproduced in this manner due to the poor quality copies allowed hy the 
original periodical that is located in the Mathematics Library of the 
University of Illinois in Champagne, Illinois. A reproduction of the original 
is also attached. 

June 20, 1940    Engineering News-Record    (Vol. p. 849) 

SELF-ANCHORED I-GIRDER SUSPENSION BRIDGE 

C. H. Gronquist 
Robinson and Steinman, Consulting Engineers, New York, NY 

Contents in Brief - Rolled Beam stiffening girders and multiple twisted wire 
strands are combined to form a simple seIf-anchored suspension bridge. Its 
20-ft. concrete-filled steel grid deck will carry traffic across the Wabash 
River south of Terre Haute, Indiana. 

Featured by a 350-foot main span, open strand cable construction and continuous 
girders, the two-lane bridge completed recently over the Wabash River at 
Hutsonville, Illinois, is the fifth suspension bridge of the self-anchored 
type in the United States and the longest span in which single rolled beams 
have been employed as stiffening girders.  Throughout their entire length the 
girders were erected 1 foot above dead load position to facilitate connection 
of the suspenders, and were then lowered uniformly to introduce the dead load 
stress into the cables and girders. The bridge, 30 miles below Terre Haute, 
Ind., and the only crossing in the 60 miles between Terre Haute and Vincennes, 
will carry interstate traffic across the Wabash River. 

A varying depth of sand which amounted to 75 ft. on the Indiana end of the 
suspended spans, dictated the use of a self-anchored in preference to an 
externally-anchored suspension structure. The 350-ft. main span is flanked by 
two 150-ft. suspended side spans and a 352-ft. continuous girder viaduct on 
the Indiana side to give an overall length of bridge of 1,002 ft.  The design 
of the bridge does not permit provision for movement in the suspended span so 
all expansion in the 1,002-ft. length is taken in a single joint at the 
junction between the suspended spans and the viaduct. 

The nearness of one end of the bridge to a town necessitated the use of a 5 
per cent grade in the side spans and a corresponding parabolic camber in the 
main span to obtain an underclearance of 17 ft. above the 1913 high water and 
42 ft. above mean low water at the center of the main span. The Indiana 
viaduct, the abutment for which is set in the river levee, is level except for 
the outer end where a vertical curve merges with the 5 per cent grade on the 
side span. 
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The bridge deck consists of a 20-ft. lightweight 4 l/2-in. concrete filled 
steel grid roadway and two 2-ft. concrete walkways.  Concrete for the floor 
was placed on plywood forms without the use of the customary galvanized steel 
pans. The steel floor is of typical framed-in stringer and floor "beam 
construction in 25-ft. panels and with the cables and stiffening girders 
placed 25 ft. apart. All steel in the bridge is structural carbon steel 
except the stiffening girders and floor beams, where silicon steel is used. 

The dead load on the suspended spans is 2,660 lb. per linear ft. of bridge in 
the main span and a 2,860 lb. per linear ft. in the side spans.  Floor members 
were designed for H-15 live loading while the stiffening girders and cables 
were designed for a total, live load of 50 lb. per sq. ft. of roadway. The 
cables, which are stressed to about 67»000 lb, per sq. in. for dead plus live 
load, are made up of nine 1 1/2-in. twisted wire strands, each of 270,000 lb. 
ultimate strength, arranged in open, square grouping.  A single 1 5/8-in. wire 
rope forms the suspender which occurs at every floor beam.  Connection of 
suspender to girder was obtained by slotting the top flange of the girder and 
inserting vertical plates which were riveted to the girder web and to which 
the suspender socket was pinned. These plates were welded all around to both 
sides of the girder flange. 

At the anchorage, that is the connection between the ends of the cable and the 
stiffening girders, the cable strand sockets bear through splay collars against 
the short leg of 8 x 2  x 1-in. angles riveted to the outer end of four 24-in. 
strand plates which are tied together by plates welded in the field after 
erection, and at the other end are pin-connected to a bracket in the bridge's 
stiffening girder. 

This bracket occurs at the first panel point from the abutment to avoid 
complications in the detailing of the end of the stiffening girder other than 
that produced by the insertion of a deep web plate to form a part of the 
brAcket and the building up of the first panel length of the stiffening girder. 
Anchorage of the cable to the girder at the first panel point subjects the end 
panel length to additional moment and shear produced by the upward component 
of the cable reaction. The girder was cambered downward 5/8 in. in accordance 
with the dead load value of that moment. 

In the side spans the silicon steel girders consist of 36-in. wide-flange 
300-lb. and 280-lb. beams; in the main span 260-lb., 240-lb., and 230-lb. 
beams were used. The girder sections were in general 50 ft. long between 
milled splices designed to develop 100 per cent of the section of the smaller 
of the girders at the splice. Splices occurred five feet beyond panel points. 

The 6x3 1/2 x 3/8-in. angle laterals were designed to function as a tension 
system to take 2 per cent of the total dead plus live load direct thrust on the 
two girders.  The capacity of the laterals so designed is more than sufficient 
to take the wind shear at the end of the main span, which, however, will be 
largely carried by the steel grid floor. 
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Rocker construction was employed for the main towers as well as the Indiana end 
bent. A 67-ft., 36-in. 182-11). wide-flange beam forms the leg of the main 
tower, while two 14-ft., 18-in. channels are used in the end bent.  Below the 
roadway all towers and bents are K-braced; above the roadway portal strut in 
the main tower the bracing is arranged in the form of the cross of St. George. 

Fabrication and erection 

The stiffening girder sections were fabricated in straight segments to the main 
span parabolic camber for dead load and with their lengths corrected for dead 
load shortening and difference between measuring temperature and the assumed 
normal temperature of 55 degrees F. Check of girder layout was obtained by 
measuring assemblies in the shop of half main span length. 

The girders were erected on timber falsework bents supported on timber pile 
clusters set at an averAge of 50 ft. apart.  Erection started at both ends of 
the suspended spans, and closure was made in the main span near the Indiana 
tower. All steel except the handrail was erected in one pass.  The girders 
were set one  foot above dead load position throughout their length, and their 
riveting was completed before they were lowered. Erection of the cable 
strands, on  which tower positions had been marked at the time of measurement 
under full dead load stress, was accomplished with the use of timber gallows 
frames set on top of the towers.  Following the erection and slight adjustment 
of the strands by placing steel shims between the sockets and the splay collars 
the cable bands and suspenders were placed. 

Jacks for lowering the girders were placed at the towers, girder ends, and on 
intermediate bents in each span. Keeping the lashing which held the girders 
longitudinally at the Illinois or west abutment taut at all times, the south 
girder over its entire length was first lowered 1/2 in. at a time, a total of 
2 in.  The north girder was then similarly lowered a total of 4 in., and 
progressive lowering of both girders was carried out in the same way for the 
total 12 in. at the towers and girder ends.  Pulling by use of turnbuckles was 
required to lower the girders at the towers and girder ends, though the 
pulling at the towers was slight. 

After the rocker pins had been driven and the spans swung, the 2-in. downward 
deflection of the side spans and the 18-in. upward deflection of the main span 
with respect to full dead load position were in good agreement with the 
computed values of these deflections. The placing and welding of the steel 
grid floor, followed by concreting, were done first in the side spans and last 
in the main span. Supports were used under the girders in the side spans, 
though that precaution was probably not necessary. 
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Main Piers 

The main piers each consist of two cylindrical shafts connected at the top by 
an arched concrete strut and set on square bases which were placed as seals 
within steel sheetpile cofferdams.  The Illinois main pier bases were carried 
to shale; those of the Indiana main pier are supported on steel H-piles driven 
to shale. The Indiana end pier, which is similar in construction to the main 
pier, is also supported on steel H-pile3 driven to shale, while the Illinois 
abutment, well back from the river, is founded at a depth of 12 ft. in sand 
and fine gravel. This abutment, of unusually heavy construction, holds the 
entire suspended structure against longitudinal motion. 

The Indiana viaduct consists of seven 50-ft. continuous girder spans in which 
the bottom flange of the 33-in., 125-lb. wide-flange beam girder is aligned 
with the bottom flange of the suspended span girder to preserve that line 
unbroken throughout the length of the bridge.  The cross-section of the viaduct 
is identical with that of the suspended spans except for the difference in the 
depth of girders.  Twelve inch steel H-piles driven to shall and K-braced above 
ground constitute the viaduct bents, which will bend with temperature expansion 
or contraction of the viaduct.  At two of the bents near the outer end of the 
viaduct, where the temperature motion is considerable, slotted bronze plates on 
the girders permit a limited motion "by sliding before bending the bents.  The 
outer end of the viaduct girder slides on a bracket attached to the suspended 
span and bent. 

Construction of the Sullivan-Hutsonville Bridge was commenced in January and 
was completed in December, 1939, at a cost of $200,000 as a toll project of 
Sullivan County, Ind. The general contractor was the Wisconsin Bridge and 
Iron Co. of Milwaukee, Wis., for whom Charles J. Glasgow of Detroit, Mich., 
was subcontractor on the construction of the floor and miscellaneous work. 
All steelwork was fabricated by the Vincennes Steel Corp. of Vincennes, Ind. 
The bridge was designed and its construction supervised by Robinson and 
Steinman, consulting engineers of New York, Tf.Y., for whom R. V. Milbank was 
resident engineer.  The writer in general charge for the consulting engineers. 
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BEGINS FACING PAGE" 76 

Construction Reports \V) 

Nmnbtr   of   cople*  of tl*I■  It tut prlnltd;   35,500 

THIS WEEK 
• Stability at high levels characterized the conduction 
cn*i picture Jnring 1939. This week, News-Record presents 
Us annual roume, 75 pages packed with informative work 
data for engineering and contracting forces concerned with 
planning, bidding, appraisal and valuations, in addition to 
it* regular editorial content. This section cover* wide 
v*ririv of cost data—railroad*, public utilities, roadbuild- 
ij>jr,; housing coflta—municipal, USHA, federal; material 
prices, bond interest arid money rate*, labor equipment 
rentals, unit Lid prices, etc. 

• From laminated timber arche* for buildings to a sclf- 
anchored I-girder tujperjsion bridge, this issuo carrie* a 
wealth of additional mnterial of vital JntereaL 

• Taking the laboratory to t)»e sample*—a ne-w idea in 
rent ducting field teats inaugurated by the D. S. Public 
Health S*rrloo cm the ObJo River pollution surrey—is Uio 
subject of an InstroctiYo article. 

• HUtoricAwtin Dam Rebuilt—a brief pictorial and 
d^riptWe record vividly portraying the five stages in Its 

development thnt have followed recurring fniiurrs sin re 
the original was built in 1893. The new Austin Dam is 
intefrrated in a system of four dams d^siirjicd for flood- 
control and development on the Colorado (liver of Texas. 

THINGS TO GOME ' 
IjirrrKC A River over a Levee—an old problem solved in 
n neve way. Departing from conventional practice U. S. 
Array Engineers installed a eiphon to replace a sluiceway 
on the St. Francis River project. By extensive research on 
siphon hydraulics A structure wts dnsifrjied with o discharge 
coefficient of 0.97 as contrasted to the previously eMab- 
liBhi value of 0.75. Hydraulic, structural design and 
DerfVmance data will appear in the forthcoming July 4 
Mrwrt i Accord. 

J. ITC COOtJ OLD DATS of ooDtractmK were before the World 
Wary' according to E. L Copelano, of Bates and Rogers 
Contraction Co. HU reminiscences of 35 year* in the 
buaid-eM will be published in an early issue. 
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r'|^j<afljj*i^j^;>atwi*d into the 

'■'^i^*^!j#!^I*'=:'«dUly. lino*.'.'" In 
lb* P^^*1^"- ^^ .'«>&»«■/ A« 
^ry d^vfixi&t'rn*d* h do«irablo 
(0 fij^vjWy*:^-I^l« wound the 
pa'inw*^C^p^'.^»"olD«t«' to prevent 
^ri&j^Atil&Vfh »«T °f ^ P'lc* 
wore a$:i|[»ch/'ju. 22 in. in diameter, 
ind uV^^; *p*obag loft only 14 in, 
bof»ffl«,-.atiier' ed^cs of tho larger 
l^ta,yjt-?w. h**rlng occurred and 
«c*floot alignment w« attained. 

Spe$Uq*tiof» required the pile* to 

h*Yo a minimum diameter of 7 in. at . 
tho lower'tip.    For pile* whoso lower 
lip* were to go inlo splice*, tho mini- 
mum diameter was 10 in. 

Splice* were- made- by dressing 
down adjoining ends »o that a steel 
pipe casing of 10-in. inside diameter 
would fit readily over both ends. A 
lxl(J-in. steel dowel wu driven half 
its length into tho lower pile, using 
a drilled hole \\ in. in diameter to 
give a hard-driving fit. Around the 
dowel   was  placed a 4-in.   grid con- 

nector which would embed itaelf to. 
equal depths in tho two abutting ends 
when the squared faces came to- 
gether. All pile tops were cut off 
square. """ - 

The job was done under the con- 
trol of the Federal Works Agency, 
Public Buildings Administration, 
Ceo. P. Hales, construction engineer. 
The special drivers were designed 
and built by the firm that held tho 
piledriving contract, Ben C. C«r- 
wick, I*c\ 

p. i*WH» 

Self-Anchored I-Girder Suspension Bridge 
'■ '' C. H. GHONQUJST 

•i  : Robinwn   and  Steinm«n,   Coniulting   Enfcineers,   New  York,   N.   Y. 

Ot+imtt tn Brief—Rollod beam stiffening girders and multiple twitted 
tc&r* str*nds ure combined to form a iimple tel{-anchored suspension 

bridge. Iu 20-ft. concrete-filled steel grid deck will carry traffic across 
t}n Wabash River sozih of Terre Haute, Tnd. 

FEVrURXo BY  A 350-ft. main span,      suspended  span  so  all   expansion   in 
open   strand   c*bh.   construction     the 1,002-ft. length is taken in a single 

and continuous girders, the two-lane 
bridge completed recently over the 
Wab«h River at Hutsonville, III., is 
the fifth suipension bridge of the self- 
wchored type in the United State* 
and the longest span in which single 
rolled b«ains~hayo been employee as 

'^(fcsJijcT^gjdcra. _Th/_quKhout thejr. 
entire length tho girders were erected 

Toliit at' the ju net ion between the auiT 
"pend'ed spans and the viaduct. 

The nearness of one. end of the 
bridge to « town ncccnaitated the use 
of a 5 per rent grade in the side spans 
and a corresponding pnrAholic cam- 
ber in the main span to obtain an 
undercleurance of 17 ft. above the 
1913   high   water  and   42   ft.   above 

IO£I^S5^35ljl-JSR3^pO-81tioJl_lo_  mean  low water at the  center  of the 
facilitate connection  of  tho  suspend.- main span. The Indiana viaduct, the 
era, and were then lowered uniformly abutment for which is set in the river 

—!0^nt]1^g"Ce~lh'e^e*aanoTd-Blrcs< into leyee,   is  level   except   for   the   outer 
jh^ cables and. gir,d.eri. Tho bridge, 30 end   where   a   vertical   curve   merges 
mile* below Terre  Haute, Ind., and with the 5 per cent grade on the side 
the   only   crossing   in   the   60   mile* span. 
between Terre Hauto and Yincennea, The bridge deck consists of a 20-ft. 
will carry interstate  traffic across tho lightweight 4^-in. concrete filled steel 
Wabash River. grid roadway and two  2-ft. concrete 

A—^Hji^jB   depth   of  sand   w"feh walkways, Concrete for the floor was 
mounted to ToTt,LonitJTe~lDaiana end" placed on plywood forms without the 

..?(jj^.JiftfRCT,di?^J.jRfP>'. dicUtodrthei use of tho customary galvanized steel 
■H*P, -.*?J..-*n)^^*&Cfe0.'w<gir J.PirRfiftfcPffiffir P*"'-     Th<*     ■***!     fl<>Or      i»  \Jf     typlCfll 
^o.jui^extcraally^aoc^tofexj,,aus pep »i or^t frame-d-in stringer and fiobjrjpcaxn con- 
'$Vi£3XM*J8&J}^l\^jPRt}n, ..»R,iffl.„ig, ,*trucU"on  in   25-ft,   panelt^'luid   wjth 

iilf/lHM-fo-two■■l^rf.tr-*M?R?^t^-,H^g ^* ■ c*ble»    *nd ■ sliffeniruj    girders 
«pao*i jtad «.g5%-.ft,^ con^r^tu)rgi^gr placed  25 ft apart. All steel in the 
viaduct-op the Indisina^iido to give bridge is structural earbort/ ated ex- 

,*n "W*!!'Vejpjetli^o^abrAdKo.JE>f',. 1$& ccpt tho stiffening girdersbfnd floor- 
-ftTTho (JeaJjrn of tho bridgo doe« not beams, where silicon steel'-^s used. 
L^^jt.PrPTkJOTa for ffiovcmant 'm fa The   dead   load   on   the  impended 

spans Ja 2,660 lb. per ^linear, f'.-. of 
bridge in the main span and 2,360 lb. 
per linear n7m the side spans.J^lpor. 
members were designea lor H-15 live 
TdTding whilcthe stiffening girdcra 

~ftnU"cab"Iea were designed for o tolal 
live load of.50_Ib^rjSji^,f^jiLloj-d- 
way. The cabha, which are streamed 

Jp„_a^uiJ^QSXLJbtap^i-^.in*-Jjif 
dead plus live load, arc made up of 
mnelTpin, twustftd wire fitrandaT_cacli- 

_^L^QJQQQJbJ^kin}aj^ 
_ranged in Qpenj »quarc RroupinR. A 
single! $-in. wi re ropef orms the sus- 
penoer which occurs at every floor- 
begrn. Connection of suspender to 
girder -was  obtained by sloltjngjbc 
top flange of the cirder and inserting ,-JL^P °—„  
vertical . latcs which were riveted to 

girder web and to.-which the sus- 
pendeT_i socket was pinned. These 
plates were.weJdetj.a,)] around to both 
sides of the girder flange. 

At the anchorage, dial is the con- 
nection between the ends of the cable 
and the stiffening girders, the cable 
strand aockeU bear through splay 
collars against the short leg of 
8x-2xl-in. angles riveted to the 
outer enxl of four 24-in. atrand plates 
which Are tied together by plates 
welded in tho field after erectioD, and 
at the other end are pin-connected to 
a bracket in the bridge's stiffening 
girder. 

This bracket occurs «t the fir*t 
panel point from the abutment to 
avoid complications  in  the detailing 
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Fig. 1.   Rolled   Le«ia   itiffeninf   girders  and c»bl«   »/ (rf)rtod   Hrrnid*   foalur*   Wstnih   River **!/■« richer©*!   luipeimimi   lin.l^,. 

of ihe end of the stiffening girder 
other than thai produced by the in- 
sertion of * deep web plate to form 
* part of the bracket and the building 
up of the first panel length of the 
stiffening girder. Anchorage of ihfr 
cable to the girder At the first panel 
point subject* the end panel length 
to additional moment and shear pro- 
duced by tho upward component of 
the cable reaction. Tho girder was 
cumbered downward J in. in accord- 
ance willi the dead load Value of that 
moment. 

In the side spans tho (silicon etcel 
girders consint of 36-in. wide-flange 
300-lb. and 280-lb. beams; in iho 
main span 260-lb., 240-lb., and 230- 
lb. beams were used. The girder 
sections were in general 50 ft: long 
between milled splices designed to 
develop 100 per cent of the section of 
tilt; «nmller of the girders al the splice. 
Splices occurred five feet beyond 
puncl points. 

The 6x3ixj|>iii. angle laterals 
were designed to function a* a tension 
ny."lem to lake 2 per cent of the total 
•lewd plus live load direct thrust on 
the two girders. The capacity of the 
lalf rulit so designed is more than aufR- 
cit-Jit to take the wind shear at the 
end of the main span, which, how- 
ever, will be largely carried by the! 
decl grid floor,        ' 

Hockcr construction was employed   : 
for   the main   towera   as well  a* "the ■ 

Jn.diitiui   end . benL   A   67-ft.,   36-in._, 
182-lb.  wide-flange   boam  forms   the   - 
leg   of   the   main   tower,   while   two 

H-ft., 18-in. channeli are used in the 
end bent. Below the roadway all tow- 
ers and bents are K-braced; above 
the roadway portal strut in the main 
lowerthe bracing is arranged in the 
form of the cross of St. Ccorge. 

Fabrication   and   erection 

The stiffening girder sections wore 
fabricated in straight segments to the 
main span parabolic camber for dead 
load and with their lengths corrected 
for dead load, shortening and differ- 
ence between measuring temperature 
and the atwumed normal temperature 
of 55 degrees F. Check of girder lay- 
out    waa    obtained    by    measuring 

faiWnlnf*. 

assemblies in the shop of half mum 
span length. 

The girders were creeled on timber 
falsework bento supported on limber 
pile clusters set at an average nf 5u fi. 
apart, Erection started nt both ends of 
the suspended spans, iind closure WJM 

made in the main spun nrnr [lie Imli- 
ana lower. Al! steel except the lumil- 
rail was erected in one pass. The j.'inl- 
ers were set one foot above dead bind 
position.throughout their length, <tnd 
their riveting wns completed Ix-fure 
they were lowered. Erection of the 
cable strands, on which tower posi- 
tions had been marked at the lime of 
measurement under full dead loud 
stress, waa accomplished with the use 
of timber gallows frames act on top 
of the towers. Following die erection 
and slight adjustment of the strands 
by placing steel shims between the 
sockets and the splay collars the cubic 
bands and suspenders were placed. 

, Jacks for lowering the girders were 
placed Ht the towers, girder e.rid.1, and 
on intermediate bents in each span. 
Keeping tho lashing which held ihe 
girders longitudinally at the Illinois 
or west abutment taut at all limes, ihe 
south girdor over iU entire length was 
first lowered 4 in. at a time, a Mai 
of 2 in. Th,e north girder waa ilirn 
similarly lowered * total of 4 in., «ml 
progressive* lowering of both girders 
waa carried out in the same way for 
tho   total   12 in.   at   the   towers  and 

irdcr end*. Puliing by use of turn- 
^'buckle* waa required to lower the 
'-girder* «t the tow<nr» and girder ends. 
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fig. 3.    Ajiekwais  deUlI   of   ihe   Wibaili   Kircr   liriiljo   ihowing   llie   iclf-mchor ing 
•rrmn*e«t«nl. 

spans except for iSc difference in'';the^: 
depth  of  girders.  Twelve   inch  steels 
H-pilen driven to shale and K-braccd 
above ground constitute the viaduct" 
bents, which will bend with tempera- 
ture expansion'or contraction   of the 
viaduct.  At two of the bents near the 
outer end of the viaduct, where the 
tempcruture motion   is considerable, 
slotted  bronze plates  on the girders 
permit  a limited  motion   by   sliding 
before bending the bents. The outer 
end  of the viaduct girder slides on  a 
bracket   attached   [o    the   suspended 
span ancrbcnl. 

Construction   of  the Sullivan-Hut- 
eonvilli;   li ridge   was   commenced   in 
January  and   was  completed   in   De- 
cember, 1939, at a cost of $200,000 
as a  loll project of Sullivan County, 
Ind.   The genera) contractor was the 
Wisconsin   Bridge   and   Iron   Co.   of 
Milwaukee, Wis., for  whom Charles 
J. Cbisgow of Detroit, Midi., was sub- 
contractor on the construction of the 
floor   and   miscellaneous   work.   All 

seven 50-ft. continuous girder spans     steelwork was fabricated by the Vin- 
in   which   the   bottom   flange   of   the     cermes Steel Corp. of Vincetines, Ind. 
33-in.,     1251b.     wide-flange     beam     The bridge was designed and its con- 
girder   is   aligned    with   the   bottom     slruction    supervised    by    Itobinson 
flange of the suspended »pan girder     and   Stcinntan,   coniiiliing   engineers 
to      preserve     thai     line      unbroken     of New York, N. Y., for whom  R. V. 
throughout the length of the bridge. 
The crosa-sectiou of the viaduct is 
identical  with  that   of the  suspended 

Mil bank was resident engineer. The 
writer in gtreral charge fjr the 
consulting   engineers. 

liough tho pulling i[ the lowers waa 
sli^ht- 

After the rocker pins hod been 
driven and the spans swung, the 2-in. 
downward deflection of the side spans 
uid the 18-in. upward deflection of 
the main ipan with respect to full 
deed lotd position were in good 
agreement with if.c computed vulue.i 
of these deflections. The placing and 
welding of the steel grid floor, fol- 
lowed by concreting, were dune firal 
in the side spans nnd last in the main 
tpJui. Supports were used under the 
girders in the aide spans, though 
that precaution was probably not 
necc*s asy. , 

Main piers 

The main piers each consist of two 
cylindrical shafts connected at the 
top by *n arched concrete strut and 
set on square basea which were placed 
»s seals within steel sheetpile coffer- 
dams. The Illinois main pier bases 
were carried to shale; those of 
the Indiana main pier are sup- 
ported on slecl ll-pilfcj driven to 
dude. The Indiana end pier, which is 
similar in construction to the main 
pier, is also supported on steel H-pilco 
driven to shale, while the Illinois 
abutment, well buck from the river, 
» foundod at a depth of 12 ft. in 
"lid »nd fine gravel. This abutment, 
of unusually heavy construction, 
holds the entire suspended structure 
agim.l longitudinal motion. pj     4    ^i,,, at c]atlas ^lUn o( „|ffenlnf flrd.r.    F.I.*work U«u .1 SO-0. 

IhoIndiana    Viaduct    comics    of      ecmer,   M|>iroll,d   „n.tfur*   dujlnj   .r.ciloa. 
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THE  CONSTRUCTION  OF   A   SELF  ANCHORING  SUSPENSION  BRIDGE 

The   completion of a new  self anchoring  suspension 

bridge  over  the  Wa.bash River,   connecting   Indiana  State   Road 

#   15^ and Hutsonville, Illinois,   fulfills  a  long  felt   need 

for   another  connecting link  between  the  tv/o   states.     Picture 

A #  1   is  a  general  view  of  this bridge.   _Thls   structure 
Z-. 

located  approximately  half  way  between  Terre  Haute  and 

Vincennes,   Indiana,   where   the nearest bridge   crossings  are 

Ao,c^ted,,_^j3f^x^ 

Indiana cities  and  St.. _ boui^,Missouri,.and^l^^pro^vid^s^ 

an°jyii?  °.ui2^*   for   the  local  coal  field. 

Authority   for   the  construct ion  of  this  bridge   was 

created  in  19?9 by   the  citi_izens   of g'ullivan   County,   Indiana, 

with   the  appointment  of  a three  wan  Bridge  Commission, 

empowered to  engage  engineers,   sell bondst .and otherwise 

Per j".?,rra,. .ffi-3- flgASgg&:cy bu.3 jrTiese Aragg.ac'b ions . 

In   1930,   engineers  were  engaged  to   design  a  bridge 

for   a crossing  at   Mer/orn,   Indiana.     There  was  a high 

bank   on   the  Indiana  side   of  the   river  at   this   site,   but   the 

approach  on the Illinois   side was across   several  miles  of 

very   low  ground which  often wae  flooded.     The  Bridge 

Commission askavfche   Illinois  HighT/ay   Commission to   co-opeTate 

in   this  undertaking by   building  an  all  weather  approach 

road,   but  because   of  the   excessive   cost,   they were  unable 

to   secure  any  co-operation   from  this  source,   so the 

proposed crossing  at  Merrom,   Indiana,   was  abandoned. 
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After eight years, a more suitable bridge site, with 

Approaches that were above flood water, was found   at 

Hutsonville, Illinois.  Here, the west bank was above flood 

water elevation- and the east approach road was protected 

by a high levee.  The plans were revised for this crossing, 

bonds were sold, and a contract for the oriole construction 

was awarded in December of 193&- 

The Bridge Commission expects to retire the $300,000-00 

issue of K\io  bonds over a period of PO years with the toll 

collected for this purpose.  As soon as the bonds are retired, 

the structure will become a free bridge, and will be turned 

over to the State Highway Commission of Indiana to become 

a part of its highway system.  Since the State will be 

responsible for the maintenap.ee of the bridge at this future 

date, the Sullivan County Bridge Commission ask the State 

Highway Commission of Indiana to participate in the field 

engineering, although they had already engaged engineers 

to design and supervise the construction of this bridge. 

None of the Bridge Commission members were engineers and 

they wanted this double assurance that the bridge would be 

built in accordance with the best approved engineering 

principles.  This request seemed rather odd at first, but 

on learning that the Consulting Engineers also invited 

full co-operation, the State agreed to furnish an engineer 

at this bridge. 

Having had nine years experience as project engineer 

on various types of steel and concrete bridges, I was chosen 
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as  the  State's   representative  for  this   job,   and  armed with 

a   roll   of bridge  plans,   I   reported at   the  bridge site  on a 

very cold winter  day   in  January  1939- 

It  was  easy  to   locate   the bridge  site   as   shown   on  the 

plans,   but   it  required  an   elastic   imagination   to  visualize 

the  lines  of the  graceful  bridge  which  was   to   rise,   where 

then yt&a- only  weeds  and underbrush. 

I  made  a general  inspection  of the  site and found  the 

main channel of   the   river  was  approximately  HOO   ft.   wide  at 

this point,   with  the  main  current   and deepest  part  of  the 

channel  near  the  west  bank   which  was  higher  than  normal   flood 

water  elevation.     East   of  the  channel   was  a  low bank   rising 

about   10  ft.   above  low water   elevation  and  extending  back 

about  500  ft.   to  the   toe  of  a high  levee which  had been  built 

to   keep  flood water  from  covering  about  25   square miles   of 

low  lying  farm land. 

Looking over  the  plans,   I  learned  the  bridge designed 

for this  crossing was  a new  type  of  structure.     It   was  a  self 

anchoring  suspension bridge,   consisting of  a 350  ft.   main 

span and two  150  ft.   anchor  spans.     The   East  approach to 

the  suspension spans   consisted of  seven,   continuous,   steel 

girder,   viaduct   spans   of  50   ft.   each. 

The viaduct   spans were   to be  built  on  a level  grade  from 

the   east  abutment  which was   at  the  levee,   to  the  east  anchor 

span pier which  was  on the   low,   east bank about  120   ft.   from 

the  low water channel.     From  this point,   the  east  anchor  span 

was  to   rise  on a plus  6$ grade to  the main  span,   which was  to 

be   built  to  a parabolic  curve  between  this  plus  6fo grade  and 
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The bridge floor was''20 ft. wide between curbs with a 
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narrow sidewalk on each aide.  This width of roadway ia 

approved by the A.A.3.H.O. for class "A" Bridges. 

The loads used in the design were an H-15, live load for 

the viaduct spans and 1000 pounds per linear foot, live load 

for the suspension Gpans.  A wind load of 200 lbs. per linear 

foot was also considered in the design, and special wind 

connections were provided at the towers and also at the ends 

of the suspension span* 

the cable tension was taken by axial compression in the 

g-£i.A.leJAi.ng-..,E1-.rd-g.]::.8/ Besides, having this ,unique character 1st ic 

of being self-anchoring, this structure had $gvej^^the£„ 

^2ai:ures. whicfi.niac3'e- ^---0.f--^.nusUsl interest to a.n engineer. 

A_ x"e7-r. o£ "these features arej _ the use of 94 ft. steel H-beam 

■_PA1^J--Ah.13_sg--0OM?*. congf et_e filled, I-Beam floor; and. 

^.U2eX£1y,ugtiixe,-  But these features will be described in 

their proper order, as it is better that a description of 

this bridge begin at the bottom, which would be the test 

holes 63 ft« below the water level. 

Before going into a description of the construction of 

this suspension bridge, I will outline the part I played 

in its construction. 

A project engineer's principal duty, besides actual 
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field  surveying  in  laying' out  the  work,   1G  to   inspect  all 

paxte   of the  construction  as  it  progresses. 

I  assisted in  all   the  surveying at  this bridge;   and in 

checking the  elevations  which the  designing engineers  had used, 

I   found their   field party had made an   error  of about  3   ft.   in 

using  a government  bench mark.     Consequently,   elevations  at 

the bridge were  revised;   and  it   was  found  that  the   main  span 

could be lowered and still have  the required clearance  above 

low water   elevation,   and the  grade of  the  anchor spans   could 

be  reduced from a  &f> grade  to  a  5$ grade,   thus   improving the 

appearance  of  the  bridge,   and making  if safer  to the  driving 

public by   increasing the   eight  distance. 

The  surveying  at  this  job involved precise raeasurment 

of  distances.     All measurraente were  corrected  for  temperature, 

sag,   and tape  tension.     The  main  span  across  the channel  was 

triangulated and then checked by  a piano wire  raeasurment. 

In  general,  my   duty  as   inspector  was   to  see that   all 

parts   of the structure were  built   in  accordance  with  the 

best  approved engineering principles.     I  investigated  subsoil 

conditions  and  suggested  changes  necessary  for  secuting  suitable 

foundations,  passed  judgment   on means   and methods by  which 

the  contractor  proposed  to  carry   on the workt   and suggested 

changes  which  I  thought   would result   in a better structure. 

I   was   to  accomplish  all   this  through  diplomatic means in so 

far as  possible;  but  failing, I was  to   report  to my   superiors, 

who would then  take   the  matter to  the  Bridge  Commission.     I 

received full co-operation  in all  my  work  and no such  action 

:was necessary. 
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My first job" on this structure was to inspect the material 

taken from the test holes and make a log classifying the 

different materials encountered in drilling these holes. 

Satisfactory test holes were drilled by a small portable 

rig equipped with a light drop hammer and rotary drilling 

machinery..  A casing was driven from 3   ft. to 20 ft. and 

then washed out by a pressure pump mounted on a rig.  Very 

few dry samples were taken because much of the material was 

a coarse sand or fine gravel and would not hold in the 

sampler.  All washings were examined, closely and the log was 

made from these observations.  On reaching rock, the rotary 

drilling machinery was fitted with a diamond pointed, core 

drill, and from 3 ft. to 17 ft* cores were taken.  A firm 

shale wa3 found under the west abutment and west pier, at 5 

ft* and 25 ft. below low water elevation.  Under the other 

foundations the shale was 59 ft. to 63 ft. below low water 

elevation. 

After a careful study of the b.oring data, it was evident 

to me that ten of the foundations were unsatisfactory as 

designed, because they were founded in very sandy material 

and the proposed elevation for the bottom of these foundations 

was as much as 15 ft. above the lowest elevation of the main 

channel, where any shifting of the channel would undermine 

them and cause complete failure* 

The west abutment foundation was satisfactory as designed 

since it was founded on a strata of sandy gravel with sufficient 

bearing capacity for earring the load, and was located back 
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from the  river where  there  was  no danger of  it  being undermined 

I suggested changes  for  the other ten foundations   and the 

Bridge  Commissioner's   engineer  readly  agreed  since   the  original 

design had been made before   the  boring data was available* 

The following is a brief description .of the foundations 

as first designed and the changes necessary to secure satis- 

factory  foundations. 

The main pier  footings  were  concrete blocks,   1^ ft. 

equar6  and twelve  ft.   deep,   under  each leg of   the  pier.     The 

west  main  pier   footing was   lowered 2  ft.   and decreased  to  a 

block,   12  ft.   square  and iH- ft.   deep.     This keyed the  footing 

about  2 ft.   into a firm  shale,   and made a very   satisfactory 

foundation.     The  east  main  pier  footing was  lowered  5  ft.   as      r 

a   further  protection  from  undermining,   and sufficient   steel 

H-Beam piles   (nine under  each  footing)   were  added to  carry 

this  pier  should it  be  fully undermined.     Steel H-beam piles 

also were  added under  the  anchor  pier  and  the  east   abutment. 

All  the  steel,   viaduct  pier  bents,- originally  designed 

to   set  on  small  concrete  pedestals,  were  revised.     Since 

the  footings  for these  concrete pedestals were  very   small, 

it   was  impractical  to  place  them  on piles;  and because it 

would have  been  very   costly   to  increase  their  size  and 

extend thera below danger  of undermining,   these   footings  and 

pedestals  were  eliminated and the  steel pier bents  were  re- 

designed as  a pile bent  consisting of two,  70  ft.,   steel, 

H-beam piles  framed together  above the  ground.     A  small 

concrete  jacket  was  placed around each  pile near  the  ground 

line as  a protection  against  rust,   because   it   is   in   thia 
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area that deterioration usually begins.  (Picture # 1 shows 

the steel pile bents and concrete ja.ckets very distinctly.) 

From my observations of the driving of the steel casings 

used in the test boring, I suggested that all steel piling 

would have to extend to rock to secure the 'necessary bearing 

capacity.  This suggestion was carried out in the two heavier 

foundations, but the Bridge Commissioner's Engineer thought 

we might be able to secure the necessary bearing by using 70 

ft. piles for the viaduct bents and 50 ft. piles for the east 

abutment foundation.  Later, it was necessary to add 2*4- ft. 

to each pile and drive them to rock as I had suggested, be- 

cause only one third the necessary bearing capacity was 

developed with this shorter length of pile. 

These changes in design were worked out while the 

contractor was unloading and rigging his equipment, and he 

was able to begin actual construction late in January 1939* 

The original plan of operation was to open up the main 

pier foundations first, using stiff leg derricks on each 

bank.  The derrick on the west bank was to complete the west 

main pier and abutment,.and handle structual steel on  the 

west bank*  The derrick on the east was to complete the east 

main pier, the anchor pier, drive the viaduct bent piles, 

and then complete the east abutment. This derrick then 

was to be placed on top and used to erect the structural 

steel.  This original plan, as on most construction jobs, 

was changed for two reasons.  First, the river began to 

rise; and second, the delivery point for the structural 

steel and the order of erection was changed. 
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Excavation  for the west main  pier   was   started January 

25,1939* The river bank was leveled off  just above water 

elevation so a cofferdam frame could be set up as a guide 

for the  steel  sheeting.   Before the  frame  could be  set,the 

river began to  rise;and in order not  to delay  the work, 

timber piles were driven outside   each corner of the  foundation, 

the cofferdam frame  was   supported on   these piles  above   the 

rising water,and the  steel sheet  piles  were  set up  around 

the frame  and driven a short  distance.   (Picture # 2  shows 

the frame   in place   ready  for  the  steel  sheeting  in  one   leg 

of  the  west main pier foundation  and  the  sheeting already 

in  place   in the  other leg.)   Additional  framing was   added 

and driven down as   the  excavation progressed.   The  steel 

sheeting was  driven ahead of the   excavation,holding a 

minimum toe-in  of  about   5 feet.   When  firm shale  was   en- 

countered  at an elevation 2  ft,   above  the proposed bottom 

of  the foundation,   it was broken up  by  dropping a pointed, 

60  ft.   section of  railroad  rail   into   it,   and  was  removed 

by  a clam bucket on the derrick.     After most     of    the 

material     had    been  removed by this  method  ,     a    diver 

was  employed to. complete the excavation.     ( Picture # 3 

shows    the    diver  going to  work.)    Working in 30 ft.  of 

water,   this  diver  used  a jackhammer   to  loosen and level  the 

material   in the bottom  of the foundation.     Most of his 

work was  around the   edge  of  the  cofferdam and under the 

framing where  the  pointed rail  could not be used.     After 

loosening the material,   he  pulled it   to  the  center of  the 
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hole where   it  could be  removed by   the   clam bucket.     A very 

satisfactory  foundation  was  secured  in  this manner- 

The  cofferdam was  not  unwatered until   after  the  footing 

was  poured  so  I   inspected  this  foundation' by  sounding over 

the  area with a  steel  rod  and making visual  inspection  of 

the  last material  removed  from the hole-     No  test boring 

was   required as   one  of  the  original  test  holes  was   drilled 

in   the   area  of   this   small   foundation. 

Excavation  for   the   east   main  pier  foundation  was made 

in   the   same manner  as  outlined above,   except  it  was  not 

necessary  to  use a diver  as  there  was   no  shale   in this   foundation. 

Instead,   4-9ft.,   steel,   H-beam  piles  were  driven  to   firm  shale    ' 

under  this   footing.      The  bearing capacity  of  the   sandy  material 

on  which this  footing,  rested was  sufficient  to   carry  the   load 

safely,   but  H-beara piles  were'added to  carry   the   entire   load 

should the   foundation  be  fully undermined.     (Picture  #4- 

shows  a few of   these   piles partially  driven.) 

Excavation  for  the  abutments  was   relatively   shallow 

and offered no  particular  difficulties.     Both  abutments  weEe 

well back  from  the  channel;   but   as the   excavation for the 

east  abutment  foundation neared  completion,  heavy  snows  and 

rains  caused  the river  to  rise,   and  it  was  necessary  to 

protect  the break  in   the  levee caused by  the  excavation. 

Although several methods  could have been used,   I  suggested 

that   complete back  filling  inside  and  outside  the cofferdam 

would be the  safest  way   to protect  the property behind the 

levee,   because   the  cofferdam was  constructed of  light 
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material and was not designed for heavy duty.  Also,  this 

method was not costly because the amount of material involved 

was small, and it was easy to remove the material from inside 

the cofferdam after the water receded,  (Picture # 5 shows 

the water well up on the levee, and also shows the partially 

inundated excavating equipment.) 

The first steel, H-beara piles were driven in the east 

abutment foundation.  Piles were driven with a number $-B-2} 

MoKiernan & Terry, steam hammer developing 7000 ft-* lbs. of 

energy per blow.  The 50 ft. piles as called for on  the 

revised plane were driven, but only IS tons per pile bearing 

capacity was developed.  The intent of the design was to 

develope approximately 50 tons per pile so it was necessary 

to splice an additional 2^ ft. length onto the piles and 

drive them to hard shale . 

It was now evident that the viaduct bent piles would 

not develop sufficient bearing capacity unless they also 

were driven to rock as I had suggested when the revision of 

the foundation plan was made; therefore, an additional 2*4- ft. 

length of pile was ordered at this time* 

The contractor elected to use a bolted connection, 

rather than a welded connection, for splicing this a.dditional 

length of pile.  First, the holes in the top section were 

drilled through a steel templet; the top section of the 

pile v?aa set in place and spot welded to the section already 

driven; and then the lower holes were drilled, the splice 

bolted up, and the nuts spot welded to prevent loosening 

wh ile driving. 
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7?hen  I  Inspected the  first bolted splice,   I  found a 

slight   opening between'the  two  sections  of  the pile  where 

the   enda  had not  been milled square.     I had  this  opening 

welded,  full  to  give  perfect  bearing between the   ends  of the 

piles,   and thus  reduced  the  shearing stress  on  the  bolts 

and prevented any  eccentric   loading at   this  point.. 

No  difficulties  were   encountered  in driving  the  piles. 

They were  plumbed two ways \vi^;h transits  and driven  through 

a   timber  guide  at   the bottom while   the  top  was  held  in 

position by   guy  ropes.     In the  east  main pier  foundation. 

where  the  top of   the   finished pile  was  below water,   angles 

were welded   to  the web of   the pile near  the  top  to  aid  in 

transferring the  load from  the  foundation to   the   pile. 

Vf These  angles  may be   seen   in Picture  # 4-.     In  the   east 

abutment     where   the  top of  the  piles  were above  the ^a.ter, 

caps  were  welded ori  the  top of  the  piles  after  driving. 

All   foundation piles   extended  from   three  to   seven feet   in- 

to   the   footings,   fixing the top  in  the manner of   a  fixed 

column.     All  the piles,except  the abutment  piles, were built 

up  on the  points  to  Iceep  the bearing at   the  points  well 

within  the  liir.its   recommeded by good practice.     (i.e.   3000 

to   6000  lbs.   per  sq.   in.)      The  areas  of the   bottom  ends  of 

the  piles  were  increased from  ik-.k  sq.   inches  to  a maximum 

of  ^7*7  GO.   inches,   by  welding plates  and angles   on  the  ^eb 

and  flange of the   JKbes.m  section.. 

An  interesting phase   of  the work:  wa.s  driving the piles 

before  unvratering   the   cofferdams.     After  driving   all  the piles 
# 
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to   just  above water  line,   compressed air was blown  into 

the  hammer  to  keep the chamber  around  the  plunger  free  from 

water  and the piles  were  then driven  to  the   desired  bearing. 

All  piles  were, driven  to   practical  refusal,   thus  securing  a 

bearing value of 70 to $5 tons per pile which is  the capacity 

for  this  size hammer. 

All pier  footings  were poured before  unwatering the 

cofferdams.     A  10 inch,   watertight  tremie  pipe,   topped with 

a  funnel shaped hopper holding a cubic yard of concrete,   was 

used  in pouring  this   concrete.     No  foot  val^e  was  used on 

the bottom  of  the tremie   pipe,   because   after  the "first 

charging,   the bottom  of  the  tremie pipe was  not   raised above 

the   freshly  placed concrete until the  footing was  poured. 

A   derrick handled the  tremie pipe  as  well  as  the bottom  dump, 

concrete bucket.     Dowel  bars  extending   into   the   foot ings  were 

spot welded  into a rigid  frame,   and lowered between  guides 

to   the  correct   elevation  in the  fresh  concrete  as   soon as 

the  last  concrete was  poured.     Although  these  waterseal 

footings were  designed to provide  sufficient  weight  to prevent 

flotation  from  100$ hydrostatic pressure with the  water 

level   5  ft*   above mean  low water,   the   cofferdams  were  not 

unwatered until   the   concrete  had set  for  seventy-two hours. 

After unwatering the  cofferdams,   picks   and  jackhammers were 

used  to  remove  the  laitance  and  level   the  concrete. 

The west  abutment  was  a heavy reinforced concrete type 

with U-type  wings.     The  wings  were connected by   two  tie  beams 

and had a floor across  the  top at  roadway   level.     The vertical 
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component of the cable puir in this type suspension bridge 

is resisted by the weight of the end supports, in this instance 

the west abutment; and four, 2^ inch dia. anchor bolts, 12 ft. 

long^were set in the abutment bridge seat to transfer this 

uplift from the stiffening girder to the abutment.  The 

uplift due to the dead load amounted to about 22-^r tons per 

girder, while the live load reaction varied from a plus &.& 

tons to a negative or uplift of 30 tons per girder* 

The east abutment was a smaller reinforced concrete type, 

consisting of a heavy cap on two heavy columns with short 

wings cantilevered back at each end of the cap.  The top of 

the cap was shaped to conform to the roadway and sidewalks. 

This abutment carried the fixed end of the continuous girder 

spans. 

Each main pier consisted of two, round, reinforced 

concrete columns connected at the top by a reinforced concrete 

strut.  These columns were 3 ft. in diameter at the footing 

and 7 ft- in diameter at the top.  The lower section of these 

pier columns was given tv/o coats of Inertol, a water proofing 

preparation* Picture '# 6 is a view of the east main pier. 

The anchor- pier was similar to the main pier except the 

columns were square and smaller*  These columns were 5^" ^* 

square at the footing and 4- ft. square at the top.  The main 

function of this pier was to resist the uplift caused by the 

vertical component of the cable pull. 

All forss for concrete were built up in sections at 

the site and set in place,either by hand or by the derricks. 
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The forms were made  up  of£ inch   siding  on  2x6  inch   studding 

.andwere secured in place by 3/g  inch tie  rode.   Above the 

ground  line,   the  forme  were  lined vrlth £  inch plywood over 

the $ inch  siding to  give  a smoother finish to  the   exposed 

concrete.   Picture #7  shows  a section of the pier  form ready 

to  he   set   in place.     The plywood  lining can be   seen near  the 

top.  Exposed concrete surfaces were rubbed with a carborundum 

stone as soon as the  forms  were  removed and were given a 

final  rubbing  just  before the   contract  was  completed  . 

The concrete mix was  designed by  a testing laboratory. 

Grade   "A"  concrete was  a nominal  1:5 mix  containing  a 

minimum of  6.16 bags   of  cement  per cu,   yd.   and having a 

compressive   strength  of  J200  lbs.   at  28  days.   This   class 

of  concrete  was  used   in  thin  walls  and  the  floor.   Grade   "B" 

concrete was  a nominal  1:6 mix  containing a minimum of  5-64- 

bags  of cement   per  cu.   yd.   and having  a minimum  compressive 

strength of  2600 lbs.   at   2S  days.     Foundations   and  heavy 

walls were poured with this  class concrete.     Sample 

cylinders,     made for  each 250  cu.yds.   of  concrete  as  a 

check on the  quality   of  the  concrete,   broke as  high as   4-600 

lbs.,   and all  broke  well  above  the  required strength.   Careful 

control of the  concrete  was maintained by weighing    all 

aggregates.     The concrete  above  the water  seal  was   placed 

through metal  tremies  and puddled in  the  forms  by mechanical 

vibrators. 

The viaduct bents   consisted of two,   9^ ft.,   12  inoh, 

4-9  lb.,   steel  H-beam piles  driven about     75  ft.   to  practical 

refusal  into  shale  and  framed together  above  the  ground by 
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steel  struts  and braces.     The  piles  were cut  off. at ...the 

correct   elevation   and   a polished bronze bearing plate  for 

supporting  the girder  was  welded on  the  top  of  each pile.     A 

vertical pin     in this  bearing plate   fitted  into  a slotted 

hole  in  a  similar  bearing  plate on the  bottom of   the  girder. 

The hole was  slotted so  the  girder could move longitudinally 

but  could not move   tranversely.     Any movement of  the' span 

due  to  temperature   changes,   oaused the  girder to   slide  on 

these bronze  bearing plates   and thus  did not   transfer undue 

bending  to  the pile bent.      (Picture  # g  shows  a portion of 

a  bent  with the bronze bearing  plate welded  in place.) 

The  superstructure  of  the  viaduct  spans   consisted of 

seven,   50  ft.,   continuous   girder  spans.     (Picture  # 9  shows 

a  portion  of   the  viuduct  during  erection.)     The main members 

of   each  span   consisted of  two,   longitudinal,   33   inch,   rolled 

beam  girders,   one  "long  each  side of the bridge,   supported 

on   the  pile bents  ;JS  described  above*     The  transverse  floor 

beams,   which were spaced 25  ft.   on center,   framed into  the 

side  of  the  girdern,   alternately,   over  the pile bent  and at 

the  center  of  each  span.     Four  IS  inch  stringers  between  the 

floor beams  carried  the  floor,   which was  a 4-J  inch,   concrete 

filled,   I-Beam Lok Type. 

To  an  engineer, the main  spans  of this  bridge  are more 

interesting than  the  substructure or viaduct   spans  which were 

a  variation of standard type bridge   construction. 

This  bridge Jtad a 350  ft.   main  span with 150  ft.   anchor 

spans.     The  stiffening  girders  were  36 inch,   silicon  steel 

beams  some  of whick weighed 300  lbs.   per  ft.,   the  heaviest 
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rolled section made-     The  end girders  of  the   anchor spans,   to 

which  the   cable anchored,   were built   up of heavy plates  and 

angles because  an   extra heavy section was   required  to  transfer 

the vertical component  of the cable pull  to the abutment 

through these girders. 

The  girders were continuous from  end to  end,   and the 

bottom of the 36 inch girders aligned with the bottom of the 

33   inch viaduct girders to  present a pleasing,   unbroken line 

from end to end of the  structure.     (Picture # 1 shows the 

line  of these girders  very  well.     The  level  section  in   the 

foreground  is  the viaduct  spans.)    To   insure perfect bearing, 

the  ends  of all  girders  were carefully milled  and the rivet 

holes were drilled after the girders  had been  shop assembled 

to   the  correct  grade  and camber. 

The  floor  beams  and stringers were the  same as  described 

for  the  viaduct  spans.     A suspender from the main  cable 

connected   to the girders  directly over  the   floor beams 

which  were   apaced 25  ft.   on  centers.      (Pictures  # 10 and # 11 

are  general  views of  the   floor system   of  the main  span  before 

the deck was placed.) 

The  supension structure  was  fixed   at  the west  abutment 

and the  viaduct   structure  was  fixed at   the   east  abutment. 

A   sliding  joint  over  the  anchor pier  joined the  spans and 

all   the  expansion for  the  1000 ft.   of   steel  superstructure 

was   confined to  this  one  point,   eliminating  troublesome 

intermediate  expansion  joints  in  the  roadway.     Picture # 12 

shows  this   connection very well.     The  girder of  the  suspension 
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£ '    span, on the left in the. picture and on blocking 1 ft, above'' 

its final position, was pin connected to the top of the steel 

pier bent which rocked on a pin connection at its base thus 

giving complete freedom for expansion in the suspended span. 

The sliding connection to the viaduct span is on the right in 

the picture near the top of the steel bent,  A square pin, 

fixed to the pier bent, slides in a, long slotted hole in the 

plate riveted to the web of the viaduct girder.  Polished 

bronze bushings were used in this connection to insure freedom 

of movement-  A flat plate, fixed down by springs, bridged 

the gap in the deck at this point. 

The tov/ers, shown in picture # 6 and # 10, were ^6 inch 

I-beams, 70 ft. high, framed together above and below the 

deck.  The bottom of the towers rested on rocker plates and 

the top was fixed to the main cable'. Consequently, longitudinal 

movement of the supension spans merely caused the towers to 

rock slightly. A special sliding connection was made at the 

point where the stiffening girders passed through the towers. 

Picture # 13 shows this connection, which is similar to the 

expansion connection described above.  The connection in the 

foreground of the picture is known as the tower wind connection 

and its function is to prevent lateral movement caused by the 

wind*  Similar wind connections were made at the abutment and 

anchor pier.  The sliding connection to the girder, on the 

right in this picture, is also a part of the wind connection 

because the bottom flange of the girder is set between plates 

which prevent lateral movement, and more important the pin 
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connection  dampens  any vibration  in  the  superstructure caused 

by   wind  striking the underside of the deck. 

Where  the  spans  are  longer this   force   is  more  severe  and 

retires   special  consideration.     On  a  1200  it.   span  recently 

completed,   cables  „ere  fastened from the underside of the 

girders  to a lower point on  the towers  to dampen the vibration 

caused by the wind striking the underside of   the deck.    This 

structure,   which is  located on the Maine  coast,   weathered  the 

hurricane  of 1939 very satisfactorily. 

It   is  necessary  to  erect  the  stiffening  girders  on 

falsework   in  this  type  suspension bridge,  because  all  the 

girders  must  be  in  place before  they   can  function   in  axial 

compression.     The  falsework   required  at   this   structure  is i. 

shown  in  pictures  # lk and  # 15.     The  girders   were  fabricated 

in  50   ft.   lengths  and  required a bent   of  falsework   every 50 ft. 

Since  the  falsework was  about 65  ft.   high,   double deck bents 

were  used.     A  drop hanger,   counted on  a  small  barge,   was  used 

to   drive  the  loner   four  piles  in  each   leg of  the  bent.     Picture 

#   17 shows   the  derrick barge   at   work.     After  the   lower piles 

were  capped  and braced,   the upper  section was   set  by  the  derrick 

working on  top of the steel  superstructure.     All bents *ere 

well   X-braced transversely  and the  top of the  bent  was  secured 

with  cables   to  prevent  longitudinal  movement.     Picture  # 1JJ 

show   the  derrick setting  the   first bent.     The  cables  anchoring    . 

the  top of  the  bent,   and  the  transverse  X-bracing  may be  seen 
in  picture - # i*|.. 
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Both  anchor  spans  ytexe  erected by derricks  working from 

the ground,   and  then a small  S> ton derrick,   working on  top 

of  the  steel  superstructure,   erected the main  span.     Steel 

was  carried to the  derrick on a small barge-     Picture # ill- 

is   a view during  erection.     At  this point  the derrick was 

sitting  on  the portion of  the  anchor  span girder  which  was 

cantilevered through  the  tower and was  raising  the  next  50  ft. 

section  of  the  girder.      A  better view of thi* may be   seen  in 

picture # 16>.     The span at this point was 75 feet.     Stresses, 

caused by  the  derrick working on  top, were investigated for 

all  positions  of the  derrick:.     No  extra precautions  were 

required as   the  girder  section was   sufficient   to   carry  even 

the  above cantilevered  set-up with  safety.. 

Stiffening girders  were   erected one  foot  above  dead 

load position to  facilitate  connecting the  suspender  cables. 

After all cables were in place,   the girders were  jacked down, 

the cables took up the  load,  and the falsework was  removed. 

Each main cable  at  this  structure  consisted, of  nine 

strands  of l£  inch diameter wire  rope.     This  wire   rope differed 

from the usual  type  cable   in  that  the  twist,   or   lay,   of. the 

individual  small- wire  was  very  lo rg and  alternate   layers  of 

small wire  twisted in  opposite  directions.     Each  strand had a 

gross  area of 1.3^7'S^  SQ*   inches  and weighed ^.663  lbs.  per 

linear  foot.     Each  strand  consisted of  51  wires,   varying from 

0.100 inch  to 0.196 inch  in diameter.     The specified ultimate 

strength  was   270,000  lbs.   per  strand. 
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In order to eliminate some of the stretch from the cable, 

all stranda were prestressed to one half the ultimate strength. 

Then, in order to have the correct s:?g in the cable under dead 

load conditions, the cable was measured and marked while under 

a stress equal to the dead load.  Besides accurately measuring 

the total length of each strand, the distance to the center of 

each suspender cable as well as the center of each tower was 

measured and marked.  Also, while under this stress, any 

tendency for the strand to twist was removed through swivel 

end connections and a paint stripe was marked on one side of 

the cable for its Entire length so the strand would be erected 

in this same position and thus would not twist under dead load-' 

conditions.  (Picture # 19 shows the cable as delivered to 

the bridge and picture # 22 shows the cable after erection*) 

The suspender cable consisted of a single strand of 1 5/^ 

Inch diameter, twisted, wire rope cable, with a gross area of 

1.223 inches and weighing k.36}  lbs. per linear foot.  Each 

strand consisted of 133 wires varying from 0.107 inch to 0.12S 

inch in diameter.  The ultimate specified strength was 215,000 

lbs. per strand.  Each strand was prestressed to 107>500.- lbs. 

and 77as cut and marked under a stress of 31,700 lbs. 

The erection of the cable was relatively simple.  A reel 

was set up on each tower and at the center of the main span, then 

each strand was pulled across the structure by a small cable 

attacked to a gasoline hoisting engine-  Pictures # 11 and # 20 

shorrz   the first strand in place over the towers and the second 

cable being erected.  Note the tag line .to the lever which the 
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,, " workman is guiding over the reel-/ mis prevented the cable 

from twisting during erection. 

On most wire rope suspension bridges, the strands are 

layed together and wrapped with small wire after being given 

a heavy coat of lead paint.  But at this bridge the strands 

were placed in three layers of three strands each >vith the 

strands spaced about. U£ inches center to center in both 

directions.  The cable was not wrapped because of the added 

cost, and also because the maintenance of the open cable 

would not be difficult on this small bridge,  (in picture #22, 

the open cable shows very distinctly.) 

As soon as the.three strands of the lower layer were in 

place, they were adjusted to the correct elevation.  This 

adjustment was accomplished by adding steel shims at the 

socket at either end of the strand.  (The normal 2 inch shim 

and socket can be se*n  in picture #20.) The center of the 

tower as marked on the cable was first clamped at the center 

of the tower, and then with'the normal shims in place at 

the end of the strand, four simultaneous readings were taken; 

the temperature, tho sag or elevation of the strand at the 

center of the span, and a reading at each tower as to the 

motion of the tower from a plumb position.  Then from charts 

which had been made up previously, the corrections were made 

by adding shims to vary the length of the strands. The ratio 

of the change in length to the change in elevation was small 

in the main span, being approximately 1.S2; hut was larger 

in the side spans, being approximately 6.6k.     Subsequent 
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strands  were  adjusted by  giving them the  proper  clearance 

above the lower strands.     nhen all  the  strands had been 

placed and adjusted,   the  suspender cables were damped to 

the  main  cable, at  the points already marked  and connected 

to   the  stiffening girders whichwas  on  falsework one  foot 

above   Its  final  dead  load  position*     Then  jacks  were placed 

at   all points  of  support  and the  stiffening  girders were 

lowered until  the  cables  took  up the  load.     (The  completed 

cable may be  seen  in  picture # 22.) 

The  floor of this structure was a concrete  filled , 4^- 

inch,   I-Beam  Lok  Type  with  a 20  ft.   clear  roadway.     Picture 

#  21  shows  a portion of the   I-Beam Lok  in place before  the 

concrete  was  poured.     Note  that   the  floor doe6  not  extend 

to   the  side  girders,   but   is  carried  entirely   on  the  stringers. 

The   concrete was  struck off  even with  the top of  the  steel 

I-bearas  except  along  each   side  were  an &  inch  curb was   raised 

and  a 4- inch  reinforced concrete  sidewalk was  cantilevered 

over.to approximately  the. center of the  girders,   but was 

kept   clear of  the  top  of the girders.     The curb and sidewalk 

was  poured monolithic..   Drains  were provided through the  floor 

every 50  *"*•     ?nie   light  type  floor was  adopted  to  keep  the 

dead load  small and  therefore  the stress   in the  cables  at  a 

low  figure. 

The handrail  consisted of wire mesh on steel  angles, 

supported by  6 inch  I-besn  posts  spaced about   S  ft.  on 

centers.     (See picture  # 1   and  # 22.)     The original plans 

showed the wire r.iesh  continuous  over  the  entire  length  of 

the  bridge.     I  suggested that the wire mesh be made up  in 
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jk panels  rather than continuous   ,   eo   any  panel   which "became 

damaged could be replaced without  regard^ to  any other panel. 

This change  was  made.     The  handrail was designed eo   as not 

to  obstruct   the  view any more  than  necessary,   a.nd  at ill 

protect  the  traffic. 

The  steel  superstructure  was  given  two   coats  of  green 

paint;     primarily,   of  course,   to protect  the  steel,   but  the 

green shade  was  chosen A o\ b_e tt e r/ blend  the   slender  towers^ 

and the  graceful  lines  of  the  cables  and stiffening  girders 

with the  natural beauty of   the  surrounding countryside.     The 

resulting bridge  is not  only  of definite value  to  the  community, 

but   also  a monument  to  the   foresight   and enterprise  of   this > 

community. 

In this   connection it   might  be  well  to  mention that   the 

citizens  of this  community   took  a great  interest   in the 

construction  of this  bridge.     The  so  called   "Sidewalk  Superintend' 

ents"  were   first  recognised  when  observation  windows   were 

installed  for  spectators  during the   erection  of buildings 

in  Rockfeller  Center  in  New York  City.     While no   efforts 

were made   for   their  comfort   at  this  bridge,   visitors  were 

welcome as long as they kept clear of the work.     Picture' 

#  l6 shows  eighteen  "Sidewalk Superintendents"  on  the   job. 

Construction  of this  Bridge began  in January   1939> 

and despite much high  water   during the  spring months,   it 

was  ready  for traffic  early   in December of that year. 

!J±lL-9™£lJ^Aon  0f  this __self-anchoring span marked the 

construction of  the .fifth  oridgepf  this .type  ln_the United 
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•          4,^3tates,   and the 3ijtth  in the.Americas.     Three  of  these 
I .1 -■■m.ijjutfjjw: ■  ■■■■"■'■-■i--g™»™m»oi^.^-iiuauJ.. ,.     (|  n-Tl   I    I      ' f       '  - I      ■     V      I-     ■ 

■   bridges are practically, .identical and are located in Pittsburg, 
■    ■■■■■■ ■'"^nl~ll- . i^um*mMiT\'* I' n ■' ^~^r ■ 1 "'■'■■■^f*™"-—■—-——-^-n-fi—in n rnmwn ■ ■_<■■ ^..^^.-f...    j:-r -_   ,       |„PM|n , . ...„jrni.rii ,in    _ ..i...-mimii-i -M-  

Pennsylvania.  The others are email bridges; one located in 
  ■- - i    M ■  ' ■ iivn-riii niimmnT n mru-r -mrinmrn ■ inn   i ■ 1    ■■■■ i    ,     -i T   ■       ■ i 

Missouri over the Little Kiangua River, and another on the 
■<* > = .,-*.!**«*(er*N"» 

^Pan^Amejric^a^ However,   this   type bridge 

has been used extensively  in Europe.     The'Bridge was  designed 

for  the  Sullivan  County Bridge  Commission by   Robinson  & 

S.teijiman^^ 

&.   Iron Company.  To me, it was a privilege and a pleasure, 

to have been chosen, as project engineer for this job, and 

to have had a part in the building of a bridge of such an 

unique design. 
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